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     California Avocado Commission 
Production Research Committee Meeting 

Meeting Information 

Date: Tuesday, October 4, 2022 
Time: 9:00 a.m. 

Location: Web/Teleconference 

Web Conference URL: 

https://californiaavocado.zoom.us/j/5375836823?pwd=aURBZ3BEL29tclBRS1ZRY3QrMkhZQT09 

Conference Call Number: (669) 900-6833  
Meeting ID: 537 583 6823 

Passcode: 348652  
 

Meeting materials will be posted online at least 24 hours prior to the meeting at: 
https://www.californiaavocadogrowers.com/commission/meeting-agendas-minutes 

Committee Member Attendance 

As of Wednesday, September 28, 2022, the following individuals have advised the Commission 
they will participate in this meeting: 

• Leo McGuire, PRC Chairman 
• John Burr 
• Jason Cole 
• Jim Davis 
• Darren Haver 
• Catherine Keeling 
• Ryan Larkan 
• Ed McFadden 
• Ryan Rochefort 

Time Item 

9:00 a.m. 1. Call to Order 

https://californiaavocado.zoom.us/j/5375836823?pwd=aURBZ3BEL29tclBRS1ZRY3QrMkhZQT09
https://www.californiaavocadogrowers.com/commission/meeting-agendas-minutes
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Time Item 
a. Roll Call/Quorum 

9:05 a.m. 2. Opportunity for Public Comment 
Any person may address the Committee at this time on any subject within the 
jurisdiction of the California Avocado Commission. 

9:10 a.m. 3. Approval of Minutes 
a. Consider approval of Production Research Committee Meeting Minutes 

of May 18, 2022 

9:15 a.m. 4. Research Program Directors Report 

a. Update on UC breeding program 

b. Avocado branch canker funding update 

c. WAC 2023 update 

9:30 a.m. 

 

 
10:15 a.m. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

1:00 p.m. 

5. Discussion Items 

a. Update on research trial “Safety and Efficacy of Herbicides in Bearing 
Avocado Groves,” Dr. Peggy Mauk, UC Riverside 

6. Action Items 

a. Consider request for funding support for Avocado Brainstorming 2022 

b. Consider request for funding for proposal, “Can overhead water 
application to control temperature and humidity increase yields, tree 
growth and health in avocado orchards.” 

c. Consider request for funding for proposal, “Developing tools and 
information on crop water use and effective irrigation management for 
more profitable and sustainable avocado production.” 

d. Consider request for funding for proposal, “Commercial-scale field 
testing and potential release of five elite advanced rootstocks.” 

7. Adjourn Meeting 

  

Disclosures 

The times listed for each agenda item are estimated and subject to change.  It is possible that some of 
the agenda items may not be able to be discussed prior to adjournment.  Consequently, those items 
will be rescheduled to appear on a subsequent agenda. All meetings of the California Avocado 
Commission are open to the public and subject to the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act. 

All agenda items are subject to discussion and possible action.  For more information, or to make a 
request regarding a disability-related modification or accommodation for the meeting, please contact 
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April Aymami at 949-341-1955, California Avocado Commission, 12 Mauchly, Suite L, Irvine, CA 
92618, or via email at aaymami@avocado.org. Requests for disability-related modification or 
accommodation for the meeting should be made at least 48 hours prior to the meeting time.  For 
individuals with sensory disabilities, this document is available in Braille, large print, audiocassette 
or computer disk.  This meeting schedule notice and agenda is available on the internet at 
https://www.californiaavocadogrowers.com/commission/meeting-agendas-minutes  and 
http://it.cdfa.ca.gov/igov/postings/detail.aspx?type=Notices. 

If you have questions on the above agenda, please contact Tim Spann at tim@spannag.org or 423-609-
3451. 

Summary Definition of Conflict of Interest 

It is each member’s and alternate’s responsibility to determine whether they have a conflict of interest 
and whether they should excuse themselves from a particular discussion or vote during a meeting.  
To assist you in this evaluation, the following Summary Definition of Conflict of Interest may be 
helpful. 

A Commission member or employee has a conflict of interest in a decision of the Commission if it is 
reasonably foreseeable that the decision will have a material effect, financial or otherwise, on the 
member or employee or a member of his or her immediate family that is distinguishable from its 
effect on all persons subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction. 

No Commission member or employee shall make, or participate in making, any decision in which he 
or she knows or should know he or she has a conflict of interest. 

No Commission member or employee shall, in any way, use his or her position to influence any 
decision in which he or she knows or should know he or she has a conflict of interest. 

mailto:aaymami@avocado.org
https://www.californiaavocadogrowers.com/commission/meeting-agendas-minutes
http://it.cdfa.ca.gov/igov/postings/detail.aspx?type=Notices
mailto:tim@spannag.org


CALIFORNIA AVOCADO COMMISSION 
PRODUCTION RESEARCH COMMITTEE 

MEETING MINUTES 

July 27, 2022 

A web/teleconference meeting of the Production Research Committee (PRC) of the 
California Avocado Commission (CAC) was held on Wednesday July 27, 2022 with the 
following people participating: 

MEMBERS PARTICIPATING 
VIA TELECONFERENCE: 
Leo McGuire, Chair 
Bryce Bannatyne 
John Burr 
Jason Cole 
Jim Davis 
Consuelo Fernandez 
Darren Haver (9:10) 
Ryan Rochefort  
Rob Grether, Ex Officio 

CAC STAFF PARTICIPATING: 
April Aymami 
Ken Melban 

OFFICIALLY PARTICIPATING:  
Dr. Tim Spann, Spann Ag Research & 
Consulting 
Peggy Mauk, University of California, 
Riverside 

GUESTS PARTICIPATING: 
Kathryn Uhrich, Dean, College of Natural 
& Agricultural Sciences, University of 
California, Riverside 
Dani Shteinberg, Volcan Center, Israel 

CALL TO ORDER 

Leo McGuire, Production Research Committee (PRC) Chairman, called the meeting to 
order at 9:01 a.m. with a quorum present. 

OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT 

Dr. Spann introduced Dr. Dani Shteinberg, Plant Epidemiologist from the Volcani 
Center, Israel, who is spending four months in California on a sabbatical. Dr. Shteinberg 
briefly introduced himself to the Committee and explained that he had previously 
worked on Botryosphaeria (one of the pathogens involved in the disease known as 
avocado branch canker in California) of avocados in Israel.  

Dr. Kathryn Uhrich, Dean for the College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences at UC 
Riverside provided the Committee with an update on the transfer of 43 acres of land at 
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the South Coast Research and Extension Center (SCREC) in Irvine to the University of 
California, Irvine (UCI) to build faculty housing. She explained the long history of UCI’s 
efforts to obtain the land at SCREC and how former UCI President Michael Drake is 
now the Chancellor of the UC system. Dean Uhrich and committee member Darren 
Haver, Director of SCREC, provided an overview of the avocado trees that would be 
lost if this transfer takes place, including the avocado species collection, the avocado 
rootstock germplasm block, and a portion of the avocado scion germplasm. The 
Committee members asked numerous questions of Dr. Uhrich and it was agreed that 
the California Avocado Commission should address this issue directly with Chancellor 
Drake to see what could be done. Ken Melban, CAC VP Industry Affairs, said that he 
and CAC Chairman Rob Grether would initiate a conversion with Chancellor Drake.  

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MAY 18, 2022 PRODUCTION RESEARCH 
COMMITTEE MEETING 

MOTION 
To approve the minutes of the May 18, 2022 Production Research Committee 
meeting. 

(Rochefort/Burr) MSC Unanimous 
Motion 22-7-27-1 

RESEARCH PROGRAM DIRECTORS REPORT 

Dr. Spann updated the Committee on the University of California’s avocado breeding 
program’s engagement with Eurosemillas to provide funding to the program and to 
serve as the worldwide master license holder for new UC avocado scion and rootstock 
varieties going forward. Dr. Spann explained that he and Ken Melban had a call with 
representatives of Eurosemillas and UC Riverside Office of Technology Transfer on July 
16, 2022, where they presented a draft plan for the commercial release of new varieties. 
The plan included an annual royalty payment by growers for new UC avocado trees 
instead of a one-time royalty payment when the trees were purchased. Dr. Spann 
explained that he and Ken Melban told the Eurosemillas representatives they believed 
the new royalty structure stood little chance of being positively received by California 
growers, but that Eurosemillas should proceed with their plans to present the proposed 
structure to California growers and see what feedback they get.  

Dr. Spann reminded the Committee that at their previous meeting they had asked to 
receive a proposal to explore registering fungicides for use against avocado branch 
canker (ABC). Dr. Spann explained that he had spoken to Dr. Themis Michailides who 
had recently finished an ABC project for CAC and that Dr. Michailides explained that his 
post-doc, Herve Avenot, who had done most of the work on the previous project was a 
candidate for the vacant avocado plant pathology extension specialist position at UC 
Riverside. Dr. Michailides said that if Herve is selected for the position at UC Riverside, 
he would like to allow him to be the lead PI on the fungicide work, but if he is not 
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selected then Dr. Michailides would be happy to submit a proposal. Thus, the 
Committee does not have a proposal to review at today’s meeting on this topic. 

Dr. Spann informed the Committee that registration was open for the World Avocado 
Congress to be held in Auckland, New Zealand, April 2-5, 2023. He also mentioned that 
the California Avocado Society is planning to arrange a post-congress tour of avocados 
in New Zealand and Australia following the Congress.  

Next Dr. Spann explained to the Committee that Dr. Mark Hoddle had returned to 
Mexico to test a new formulation of the avocado seed weevil pheromone and, thus, was 
unable to attend today’s meeting to provide the Committee with an update on his project 
related to the Avocado Lace Bug. Dr. Hoddle had apologized for not being able to 
attend and stated he would be happy to update the Committee on his work at a later 
meeting.  

Finally, Dr. Spann told the Committee that he had visited with Dr. Lauren Garner at Cal 
Poly San Luis Obispo on Monday to see the avocado rootstock trial planted there. He 
told the Committee the trial was doing well, but that Dr. Garner may be asking for some 
additional support for the project at a later date.  

DISCUSSION ITEMS 

A. Update on research trial, “Safety and efficacy of herbicides in bearing avocado
groves.”

Dr. Peggy Mauk, UC Riverside, explained to the Committee that she had taken over this 
project upon the passing of Dr. Travis Bean. She explained to the Committee members 
that the project’s focus was to evaluate herbicides currently registered for use on 
bearing citrus in California for potential use on avocados since this would be the 
quickest route to get new products registered for avocado use. The project was 
evaluating two post emergence and four pre-emergence products, including Matrix, 
Alion, and Treevix. Dr. Mauk presented efficacy and phytotoxicity data on the trials that 
had been completed to date and explained that the combination application of Matrix 
and Alion has performed very well, and she would recommend submitting these 
products to the IR-4 program for residue trials to get them registered for use on 
avocados. She explained that the product registrants were supportive of an avocado 
registration and that the products would need to be submitted to IR-4 by August 3rd to 
be included in their next cycle. The Committee agreed that Matrix and Alion should be 
submitted to IR-4. Dr. Mauk then explained that she would like to conduct some tests 
with the product Shark EW in the final few months of the funding she has from CAC and 
the Committee agreed this would be a good product to test.  

ACTION ITEMS 

A. Consider request for funding support for the Avocado Brainstorming 2023
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Dr. Spann began by reminding the Committee of the history of the avocado 
brainstorming and what the meeting is about. He reminded the Committee of CAC’s 
prior support for the meeting, most recently $10,000 for the 2018 Brainstorming in South 
Africa. Discussion ensued and the Committee questioned whether it is CAC’s role to 
support the professional development of researchers by sponsoring a meeting such as 
the Brainstorming. There was agreement that, while such support is not necessarily 
CAC’s role, it is in CAC’s interest to support the development of the researchers they 
work with. Discussion continued and there was general agreement that it would be good 
for the CAC Board to have the opportunity to discuss the merits of supporting the 
Brainstorming meeting.  

MOTION 
To recommend the Board consider supporting the Avocado Brainstorming 
meeting at the level of $10,001 or more with the stipulation that a report and 
accounting of how the funds were spent be submitted to CAC following the 
meeting 

(Davis/Cole) MSC Unanimous 
Motion 22-7-27-2 

B. Consider request for funding for the proposal, “Can overhead water
application to control temperature and humidity increase yields, tree growth and
health in avocado orchards.”

Dr. Spann explained that the genesis of this proposal was an email to him and Leo 
McGuire in 2021 asking for the PRC to consider providing funding for a project on 
overhead irrigation for heat mitigation. The PRC had already made decisions regarding 
funding and the proposer was asked to resubmit their request for the next round of 
funding consideration. Discussion ensued and a number of issues were raised by 
Committee members. The first objective of the proposal was to understand “what effect 
does the application of overhead irrigation during extreme heat events have on 
productivity,” and the Committee question whether this objective could be answered in 
the study’s 5-year timeline by planting new trees. The Committee questioned if it would 
be better to install a system like that proposed in a mature grove to answer the question 
of productivity. Discussion continued and several Committee members stated that they 
were aware of growers who have already installed overhead irrigation systems for heat 
mitigation, and wouldn’t the industry be learning from their experiences? The Committee 
questioned what additional benefits would be gained if the proposal was funded. The 
discussion also touched on the volume of water required to run an overhead irrigation 
system for heat mitigation and how many growers have the water availability to even try 
installing such a system, thus, would many growers benefit if the proposal was funded? 
Concern was also raised about the apparent conflict of interest of a seated board 
member submitting a proposal and not calling out the conflict of interest.  

Chairman McGuire asked for a motion to recommend funding the proposal, but one was 
not made.  
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C. Consider request for funding for proposal, “Developing tools and information
on crop water use and effective irrigation management for more profitable and
sustainable avocado production.”

Dr. Spann reminded the Committee that at their May 18 meeting they had asked for Dr. 
Ali Montazar to submit a proposal to expand his California Department of Food and 
Agriculture funded project on reevaluating the crop coefficient for avocado water use to 
the northern part of the avocado growing area and that was the proposal before the 
Committee for their consideration. Discussion ensued and there was general agreement 
that, given ongoing water shortages in California and the fact that water is most growers 
single greatest cost, having accurate data on avocado crop water needs is critical for 
the industry. There was discussion about the value of adding more sites to the current 
project funded by CDFA. Dr. Spann explained that the current project is limited to San 
Diego and Riverside Counties where water quality tends to be poor, and the climate is 
significantly different than the northern growing areas. Thus, to ensure the project 
generates the most accurate results it would be beneficial to include sites in the 
northern growing areas. Some questions arose about the costs of materials for the 
project and if there was any potential to decrease the budget.   

MOTION 
To recommend the Board fund the proposal and that Dr. Spann work with Dr. 
Montazar to determine if there is any potential for savings in the proposed 
budget. 

(Burr/Rochefort) MSC Unanimous 
Motion 22-7-27-3 

D. Consider request for funding for proposal, “Commercial-scale field testing and
potential release of five elite advanced rootstocks.”

Dr. Spann reminded the Committee that in 2019 CAC had funded Dr. Patricia 
Manosalva to establish commercial-scale trials of the five most promising rootstock 
selections in the UC Riverside breeding program with intention of developing the 
necessary data to decide about releasing the selections commercially. Those trials had 
been planted in 2019, 2020 and 2021 and the proposal before the Committee is to 
continue the evaluation of those trials. Discussion ensued and there was general 
agreement that it was in the industry’s best interest to continue the data collection on 
these rootstocks since some of them appear to be promising with regard to salinity and 
phytophthora tolerance. There were concerns raised about the value of continuing to 
support some of the trials included in this funding request that were not specifically part 
of the 2019 funding. These included a trial in Bonsall in which many of the trees have 
died and many of the remaining trees receive poor health ratings. Also considered of 
low priority were two trial sites at Limoneira that were established in 2016 and are small 
plot trials with few trees of each rootstock.  
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MOTION 
To recommend the Board fund the proposal pending the review of what sites are 
maintained with the funding and for the funding not to exceed $75,000 annually.  

(Davis/Haver) MSC – Vote Tally: Yea 5, Nay 1, Abstain 1 (Fernandez) 
Motion 22-7-27-4 

ADJOURN MEETING 

Leo McGuire, Production Research Committee (PRC) Chairman, adjourned the meeting 
at 11:58 a.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

__________________________________ 
Timothy Spann 

EXHIBITS ATTACHED TO THE PERMANENT COPY OF THESE MINUTES 

EXHIBIT A July 27, 2022 Production Research Committee AB 2720 Roll Call Vote 
Tally Summary 
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CALIFORNIA AVOCADO COMMISSION 
Production Research Committee 

AB 2720 Roll Call Vote Tally Summary 
To be attached to the Meeting Minutes 

Meeting Name: 
California Avocado Commission 
Production Research Committee 
Meeting 

Meeting Location: 
Hybrid 
In-person (Irvine) 
Online (Zoom) 

Meeting Date: 
July 27, 2022 

Attendees Who Voted     MOTION 
22-7-27-1

MOTION   
22-7-27-2

MOTION   
22-7-27-3

MOTION    
22-7-27-4

Leo McGuire, Chair Yea Yea Yea Yea 

Bryce Bannatyne Yea Yea Yea Nay 

John Burr Yea Yea Yea Yea 

Jason Cole Yea Yea Yea Yea 

Jim Davis Yea Yea Yea Yea 

Consuelo Fernandez Yea Yea Yea Abstain 

Darren Haver Yea Yea Yea Yea 

Ryan Rochefort Yea Yea Yea Yea 

Outcome  Unanimous Unanimous Unanimous 6 Yea, 1 Nay, 
1 Abstain 
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Tim Spann <tim@spannag.com>

Re: rootstock proposal
1 message

Patty MD <pmanosal@ucr.edu> Sun, Aug 7, 2022 at 1:41 PM
To: Tim Spann <tim@spannag.com>

Dear Tim 

I hope this email finds you well.  

As you mentioned in the email I was not hoping for this response. I agreed to remove 2 limoneria plots and Nicks, so I 
adjusted the budget accordingly. 

As I mentioned in my proposal and in my budget I was already subsidizing a lot of travel for me and my team to have 
room for other things since salary is more important to me.

I revised the budget accordingly and I hope we can discuss this and if necessary I can meet with the board by zoom. 
Collecting the data in these plots, updating maps and relabel the trees requires minimum two people as you know I have 
been going with the guys except in Fall and I am not adding my charges. I am not adding the extra times the guys go to 
update and relabel trees since we cannot do all at the same time of data collection is too much.  

Even if I said I will use some funds from my USDA grants, those can only be used for travel and some new trees I will 
order which are expensive to replace some rootstock accessions since those are the categories I budgeted, however 
these do not cover my personnel (Amber and Matthew) which are more important

75K/year is just enough to cover their salaries which means there will be no room for travel. In addition, my USDA grants 
will expire Sept 2024 and this cycle is until Oct 2025 which will put me in deficit if I accept the 75K/year.  In addition, I
have never charged any summer salary for me in any of the previous grants despite the fact I have been always 
conducting travels since for me it is important to see the plots and work directly with growers and managers. 

I hope you, board, and PRC members can discuss and my review my request to increase minimum $43,884 for the 3 
years, see the revised budget. You are proposing $225K per 3 year cycles and I am asking if you can reconsider and
increase it to minimum $268,884. As I mentioned in the file I will take care of the salaries increase and merits 

Thanks so much and I hope you can direct my concerns and my revisions to the PRC and board members since I think is 
fair for both CAC and my team. I am planing in submit several cycles of NSF and more USDA grants next year so I can 
still subsidizing the projects

My best regards 

Patty 

Patricia Manosalva  
Associate Professor 
Director of the UCR Avocado Rootstock Breeding Program 
Dept. Microbiology and Plant Pathology 
University of California, Riverside 
Office: 951-827-3773
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Proposed Budget 
plots  plots plots 

Nov. 2022‐Oct. 

2023

Nov.2023 ‐ Oct. 

2024

Nov. 2024‐ Oct. 

2025 Total 3 yrs

Section 1: Collect data for 8 large plots (Leo McGuire (2), Westpack (1), John Lamb (2), Cris Sayer (1), Alina Ranch (1), Pete Miller (1))  and ), Amber, Matthew and Patty

Personnel salary and benefits for all sections

Amber Newsome (Assistant Specialist I)  50% EFT $26,100 $29,407 $30,289

Benefits  $12,867 $14,497 $14,933

Matthew Elvena  (Assistant Specialist I)  36% EFT $24,637 $21,173 $21,808

$12,146 $10,439 $10,751

SUBTOTAL $75,750 $75,516 $77,781

Travel 

1. TRAVEL TO PLOTS AT NORTH

Miller, pine tree)

2023

(twice a year) 

Car rental based on UCRconnexxus (travel.ucop.edu)

Car rental one day trip  cargo van  service= 68

Car rental one 5 day trip = 340
Gas @ $3.54/gallon; 20 miles/gallon

TRAVEL TO COLLECT TREE DATA 

Data collection 

Rental car 5 days) twice  $680 $680 $680

Gas  (subsidized from my other grants involve travel) $500 $500 $500

Hotel comfort inn 4 nights ~200/night (twice/year) two people $3,200 $3,200 $3,200

Per diem 2 people x 5 days/1 wk trip $620 $620 $620

Patty's travel 

TRAVEL TO COLLECT HARVEST DATA 

calculations are based on staying in Ventura overnight in Ventura for harvest once a year for 

plots (each plot separate since growers harvest different days) once a year

Rental car (2 days)  x 5 plots  $680 $680 $680

Gas  $500 $500 $500

Hotel comfort inn 1 night ~200/night (once/year) two people x 5plots  $2,000 $2,000 $2,000

Per diem 2 people x 2 days x 5 plots, once a year (62/day) $1,240 $1,240 $1,240

Patty's travel 

1. TRAVEL TO PLOTS AT SOUTH

calculations are based on one day trips. Two trips for data collection and one for harvest

Leo McGuire 

AdnaFArm

TRAVEL TO COLLECT TREE DATA 

Data collection and harvest

Rental car (1 day)  $408 $408 $408

Gas /milleage $250 $250 $250

SUBTOTAL TRAVEL Section 1 $10,078 $10,078 $10,078

TOTAL SECTION 1 $85,828 $85,594 $87,859

Section 2: Bonsall and Pine Tree (6 visits/year; Brandon 7.5% and Aidan 5%, MLA do the data analyses)

Travel Monitoring and harvest

Krnich ‐ planted 2017

Tree measurements  (1X)/YEAR) + 1 visit

Harvest (days) 1X/YEAR

Note:Manosalva is subsidizing all travel expenses (2x/year) because salaries are more expensive as well as hotel, gas and 

rentals. Also UCR team is also subsidizing gas in all trips. 
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Pine Tree ‐ planted 2017

Tree measurements  (2X)/YEAR

Harvest (days) 1X/YEAR

Assumptions:

Round Trip mileage from Visalia for PineTree but will use Fallbrook for Krnich (RT is 40 miles)

For south used 40 miles roundtrip as average

for north used 200 miles one‐way as average

Assume reimbursement rate as a 3 year average will be 0.55 per mile

Assume lodging on average is $140/night and meals are $60 per day for a total of $200 per day

MLA TRAVEL  $3,800 $3,800 $3,800

UCR TEAM TRAVEL (Amber Newsome and Matthew Elvena)

Car rental based on UCRconnexxus (travel.ucop.edu)

Car rental one day trip = 68

Car rental one two day trip = 136.14

Car rental one three day trip = 204.21

Gas @ $3.54/gallon; 20 miles/gallon

TRAVEL TO COLLECT TREE DATA 

Bonsall (minimun 3X visits a year)

rental car 

gas 

TRAVEL TO COLLECT TREE DATA 2X AND 1 HARVEST (travel include in the travels above 

Pine Tree (3 visits a year, Overnight trip)

rental car 

gas 

Hotel 1 nights/trip x 3 trips total x 2 people @ $200/night

Per diem 2 people x 3 trips x 2 days per trip @ $62/day

SUBTOTAL TRAVEL Section 2 $3,800 $3,800 $3,800

analysis will be partially cover for the Manosalva lab

SERVICE

shipping/sample (12 samples, fields)
(12 samples, fields)

TOTAL ANNUAL (really need)  $89,628 $89,394 $91,659 $270,681.0

TOTAL ANNUAL  (can work with this and I will subsidize the 

salaries increase and merits  $89,628 $89,628 $89,628 $268,884.0

TOTAL CAC propose no enough  $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $225,000.0
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